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Abstract
Sc alability is r ecognise d as a primary factor toe conb
sider ed in the design of distributed systems. The scalability of object oriented middleware CORBA becomes
a major concern as it has emerged as a standard archite ctur e for distributed obje ct computing.In this paper, a systematic scalability analysis of the basic components of CORBA speci c ationis attempted. F rom
this analysis, Portable Object A dapter (POA) and
Implementation R ep ository(IR) are identi ed to inuence scale of the CORBA base d system. The speci cation of POA provides enough exibility for the
applic ationdesigner to handle scalability. The existing implementations of IR have a trade o betwe en
scalability and object migration. A scalable design of
the IR is propose d which allows individual objects to
migrate without compromising scalability. A performance comparison of the proposed model with the existing IR designs is made using a simulation study.

1

Introduction

Scalability is a major concern in the design of distributed arc hitectures and applications [13 ]. Scale
can refer to any one of the various input factors depending on the system considered. For example, in
a distributed le system, it could be the number of
nodes or users in the system [10]. Growth is an integral quality of a distributed system. A system that
works well at smaller scales inherently fails as it grows
if scale is not considered in the design.
A distributed system is said to be scalable, if the
performance is within the tolerance limits as scale
increases upto a maximum limit, based on the application [9]. F or example, for a distributed netw ork
management system, the scalability limit could be
millions of managed devices. But for a telephone system, it could be a billion customers. The performance
degradation allow ed as scale increases also depends on
the t ype of application. There is no general speci ca-
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tion that dictates the performance penalty that can
be paid for scalability.
An important characteristic of current environments such as internet and intranets is that they are
highly heterogeneous consisting of di erent hardware
platforms and operating systems. Development of
object-oriented softw areapplications that make use
of heterogeneous net w ork edsystems has led to the
development of communication middleware like Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
[14], Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM)
[3] and Java Remote Method In vocation(RMI) [7].
The scalability of CORBA depends upon how w ell
scalability has been addressed in the speci cation and
its implementation by the ORB vendor. In this work,
the number of objects in the distributed system is
considered to be the scale factor. CORBA ORBs
must scale predictably and eÆciently as the number
of objects in the end systems and distributed system
increases. The end to end response time or latency
is considered to be the performance criteria as the
n umber of objects in the system increases. In this
work, the scalability of CO
RBA is studied and it is
found that the following three di erent levels a ect
the scale: the implementation level, the POA lev el
and the implementation repository level.
A t the implementation lev el, scalability can be
achieved b y optimizing an y or all of the following
overheads: overhead of acquiring the object reference,
marshaling and unmarshaling times and the demultiplexing overhead. The POA speci cation allows the
application designer to design for scale. As the number of objects in the system increases, the application
designer can use a hierarc hicaldesign consisting of
servant managers, multiple POAs with di erent policies and a POA manager. Existing designs of the IR
can store en tries either at the POA level in which
case migration of individual objects is not possible,
or at the individual object level which compromises
scalability.
This paper proposes a scalable design of the IR

which has a hierarchical structure. A new way of locating migrated objects using message lters [8] at
the POA level is also proposed. This allows individual objects to be migrated without involving the IR.
F urther, the IR can store en tries at the POA level,
which improves scalability. The performance of this
model is compared with the existing IR designs using
a simulation model.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the main scalability issues in CORBA.
The proposed scalable IR is explained in section 3.
The idea of locating migrated objects is described in
section 4. Section 5 gives the comparison of the proposed design with existing IR designs. Section 6 discusses the related works on scalability. Section 7 gives
future research directions and concludes the paper.

2

Scalability of CORBA

This w orkhas iden ti edthe main components that
in uence the scalability of CORBA to be the POA
and the IR. The optimizations at the implementation
level that can improve the performance and hence
scalability are discussed in this section. This section
further describes the scalability analysis of CORBA
at the POA level and the IR level.
2.1

Implementation level

The scalability of CORBA-based distributed system
depends upon the performance overheads incurred in
the in vocation path [1]. In the client serv er scenario,
the end to end latency is dependent on the sender side
overhead, receiv er side overhead and netw ork overheads. The latency is also dependent on the type and
size of data sent. As the number of servants increases,
the demultiplexing overhead incurred determines the
scalability of the system. Demultiplexing overhead is
the time taken b y the object adapter to locate the
particular servant and the corresponding operation.
The type of demultiplexing strategy used by an ORB
a ects thescalabilit y of the system. The ORB may
use any of linear search, perfect hashing or active demultiplexing for locating the serv an t. Linear searc h
incurs a large overhead and is not scalable while the
other t w o methods are more scalable.
T omeasure the CORBA scalability, the latency
is measured with increasing number of objects in the
end system serv er process. For these experiments,
the public domain ORB mico [2] is used. The average latency is measured between two nodes for 100
clien t requests by increasing the number of servants in
steps of 100, 200, 300 ... The number of requests per
servant is restricted to 100. The servants are instan-
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tiated statically and client requests are generated in a
linear order for all the servants. The total time taken
is averaged over the number of servants instantiated.
F or mico, it is observed that the average latency remains una ected as the number of servan ts increases
upto 50,000 objects. Beyond that the performance
starts degrading. This could be due to memory limitations in the machine.
2.2

Portable Object Adapter (POA)
Level

The POA links the CORBA objects to the programming language servants. POA is responsible for creating Interoperable Object References (IOR), activating objects and dispatching requests made on the objects to their respective servants. The components
of the POA arc hitecture include POA clien t, POA
serv er, POA manager, POA, servant manager and
POA servan t. The POA server is a process which
hosts an implementation of the In terface De nition
Language (IDL) interface. The servan t implements
this in terface in the programming language which is
the mapping for the given IDL in terface. It implements the operations de ned in this in terface. The
incoming requests from the clien t into the POA is
con trolled by a POA manager object associated with
the POA. The POA manager con trolsthe life cycle
of the POA. It is used to allow requests to pass to
the POA unimpeded, to discard or hold requests or
to deactivate all request handling. POA maintains
an activ eobject map which maintains the mapping
betw een the object id and the servant pointers. Each
POA is associated with servants which are governed
b y a set of policies. More than one POA can exist
in a server process, each governed by a di erent set
of policies. These policies pro vide a mechanism for
specifying various options for the management of objects.
Based on the application and requirements, a POA
can
 use distinct servan ts for eac h transien
t CORBA

object.

 only one servant to incarnate many persistent

CORBA objects.

 use servant managers when an application con-

taining many thousands of objects may want to
incarnate only those objects that actually receiv e requests.

 a combination of all these
 use a default serv an tthat carries out all re-

quests.

If the POA policy needs to be di erent for differen t objects, multiple POAs can be de ned. The
application controls the capabilities of each POA, by
assigning policies to each POA at creation time. F rom
the scalability point of view, an application has the
maximum exibility to choose betw een the various
con gurations and POA policies to suit the requirements. For large applications, the POA can assign
servant managers to handle the objects. This leads to
increase in the number of levels since a client request
has to traverse POA manager, POA, servan t manager, servants and nally the operations. This layered
arc hitecture of POA may a ect scalability since the
overhead incurred increases. Also, as the n umber of
objects in the server process increases, the ability of
POA manager to handle the rate of requests coming
in may a ect the scalability.

cation domain. The IORs of all the objects created
in this domain contain the address of the same IR
in the object key. The clients need only connect to
the IR. When an object moves, it noti es the IR,
reregisters with it with the new host address and
port number. This results in ease of object migration within the repository's location domain. As the
n umber of objects increase, the server table becomes
very large. This results in increased overhead due to
lookup. The n umber of servers registering with the
IR also increases which a ects the performance. The
IR has to handle client requests, server registrations
and noti cations of migrated objects.
The choice betw een these tw o designs depends on
the trade-o between object migration and size of the
server table at large scales. The IR can store entries
either at individual object level or at POA level. Migration of individual objects requires storing the in2.3 Implementation Repository (IR) Level dividual object locations. A t larger scales, storing
at individual object level results in large server table
Hosts which are con gured to use the same IR are
which leads to increase in lookup overheads. Individsaid to be ina single location domain. The existing
ual object migration will not be possible if IR stores
designs of IR use either a small location domain or a
at POA level since POA name is used as a key to
large location domain [11]. In this paper, these tw o
index the server table. If an object moves, all objects
designs are named as SLD model and LLD model
within the POA need to move with it. By having mulrespectively.
tiple POAs, the number of objects in a single POA
2.3.1 SLD Model The location domain is said
can be reduced but the number of POAs in a process
to be small if only a few nodes use a single IR. For
should be small for maintainability. Therefore the
our study, every node in the system is considered to
performance of these designs degrade at large scales.
be associated with a separate IR which runs on the
same node. It is responsible for servers created in
2.4 Other Optimizations
that node. In this case, the number of servers to be
handled by this IR is smaller and results in high perAs the number of client requests for the same server
formance. The communication between the IR and
increases, multithreading the server will improve perthe server does not involve the netw ork. F ailure of a
formance and hence scalability. For ev en larger apnode a ects only those objects created in this node
plications, multithreading may not beadequate and
as they cannot be accessed. None of the other servers
a single server may be insuÆcient to handle the client
are a ected due to individual node failure.
requests. T o improve scalability and performance furThe drawback of this approach is the diÆculty in
ther, a federation of servers can be used [12].
migrating objects across location domains. An obThis study focuses on the basic ORB and server
ject, that migrates from one node to another, regisside optimizations. The scalability can also be imters the new location with the old IR as well as the
proved b y using clien t side optimizations. The obnew IR. It results in a number of location forwards
ject references can be cac hed b y the clien t for fufor the clien t requests if objects move further. Any
ture references to the server. If the request is for
clien t already bound contacts the old IR to locate the
a server created in the same ORB, the object key
object. This results in a location forward to the new
can be decoded b y the clien t to get the POA nam
e
IR. As the scale increases, the number of objects reof the server. If the clien t had referenced an object
siding in eac h node increases and the load on each
within this POA earlier, it knows the location of the
node also increases. This in turn results in increased
serv er. Hence it does not have to go through the
n umber of object migrations1 and increased number
IR. Asynchronous invocation of client requests helps
of location forwards. Hence the time taken to nd a
in improving the performance in large scale systems.
migrated object increases at large scale.
This can be achieved using Asynchronous Method In2.3.2 LLD Model Many nodes are con gured to
vocation (AMI) [15], currently a separate messaging
use the same IR through the netw ork in the large lospeci cation. The drafting of AMI into the CORBA
speci cation and its subsequent implementation b y
1 One of the reasons for migrating objects is load balancing.
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HIGH LEVEL REPOSITORY
Client Requests

interface high_level_repository {
Object locate_server(...);
Object activate_server(...);
// These methods are used by
clients to locate and activate
servers.
}

CACHE

multicast

LOCAL
REPO
node 1

LOCAL
REPO

...

node 2

LOCAL
REPO

node N

Server Registrations

interface local_repository {
void register_server(...);
void reregister_server(...);
void remove_server(...);
Object activate_server(...);
//These methods are used by
servers to register, activate
or delete server information.
}

Figure 1: An Illustration of the model
the v endors become very important.

3

Proposed Model

In the existing ORBs, the LLD model and the SLD
model are tw o w aysof designing the implementation repository, as explained in the previous section.
These tw o models have the tradeo betw een scalability and object migration. Hence, a new way of designing a scalable implementation repository is proposed
in this work.
The proposed Implementation Repository consists
of a tw o lev el hierarc
hical structure as shown in gure
1, with tw o kinds of repositories.Each machine has a
/it local repository. Serv ers created in each machine
register with its own local repository. A group of such
machines are con gured to use a high level rep ository. These group of machines form a single lo cation
domain. The IOR is con gured to hold the address
of the high lev el repository. All clien t requests for
serv ers within this domain are handled b y the high
level repository. The high level repository maintains
a cac he of the entries in the local repositories. When
a clien t request arrives, the high level repository looks
up in the cache and returns the server location. If the
en try is not present, it sends a multicast request to
the local repositories within its domain. One of the
local repositories returns the location which is cac hed
and returned to the client.
The binding algorithm, when a clien t in vokes a
request, works as follows:
 The client contacts the high level repository as
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Figure 2: Methods in the IR Interface
the IOR contains its address.
 If the serv er entry is present in the high lev el

repository and the server is activ e, it returns
the address of the server in a location forward
reply.

 If the serv er entry is present in the high lev el

repository and the server is not active, the high
lev el repository activates the server and returns
the address of the server.

 If the entry is not present, the high level repos-

itory issues a multicast to all the local repositories. The reply is cached and returned to
the client. If there is no reply which implies the
serv er is not registered, it times out and returns
an OBJECT NOT EXIST exception.

In this model, a major improvement in performance and hence scalability is achiev ed since the server
registrations and client requests are handled by di eren t repositories. All the entries in serv er table are referenced using POA name. Therefore, the size of the
server table is manageable at large scales. Location of
the migrated objects are handled at the POA level2 .
Hence, it does not in volv ethe repository. This implies that the high level repository can handle larger
clien t request rates at higher scales. The performance
further improves based on the caching algorithm used
since it reduces the access to local repositories.
Another key advantage over existing ORBs is that
it facilitates POA level en tries and individual object
2 The

method of locating migrated objects is explained in

section 4.

migrations. In the existing ORBs, if en tries are at
POA level, individual objects cannot migrate. Storing at individual object level results in poor scalability. F ault tolerance with respect to IR is another
major advan tage over existing designs. If the high
level repository fails, the cache can be reloaded from
the local IRs. Whereas in the LLD model, if the IR
fails, clien ts can no longer connect to objects within
that domain. In the case of SLD model, IR failure is
similar to failure of local repository in the hierarchical
model.
The implementation repository therefore has tw o
interfaces - one for the high level repository for binding the clien ts and the other for the local repository for administrative commands like registering the
server etc. Figure 2 shows these two interfaces. The
existing designs combine these operations in a single interface. The design of tw o di erent types of
repositories can be seen as the only drawback of the
proposed design. But the advantages it pro vides at
large scales outw eighs this diÆculty .

4

Locating Migrated Objects

Object migration is important for a v ariety of reasons
such as load balancing, fault tolerance, availabilit y,
performance etc. The concept of object migration
and location of the migrated objects within a limited
n umber of nodes is discussed in [5] for the Emerald
system. In this design, all the nodes traversed b y
the object keep track of the new location and a time
stamp to indicate its validit y. There is no concept
of a repository in this approach. A tlarge scale, it
results in too many location forwards. Hence, the
performance could degrade drastically.
In CORBA, the location of an object is maintained by the IR. Therefore, the existing designs keep
track of objects by updating the entries in the repository . The migrating entity has the responsibility to
update the en try in the repository. The repository
can store entries either at POA level or at individual
object level. This design restricts the granularity of
object migration to the extreme design choices of migrating all the objects within the POA or migrating
individual objects.
This work concerns with locating a migrated object. It is assumed that the object is migrated by an
external entity such as the client or a migration service. T o cater to the scalability requirements, the hierarc hical model stores the repository entries at POA
level. Therefore, individual object migration is not
possible using the repository. In the proposed method,
the concept of message lters [8] is used to handle individual object migration at POA level.
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Figure 3: Object location mechanism
In the message lters paradigm, a language level
relationship called lter r elationship between the lter object ( object which performs the ltering function) and the lter client ( the object to be ltered )
is in troduced. Thus a lter object can intercept and
manipulate messages sent to the lter client via lter
member functions. The model supports both upw ard
and downw ard ltering of messages.This means that,
in the context of client-serv er computing, method invocation on server objects can be ltered transparent
to the client b y using a server side lter. The return
values can also be ltered transparent to the server
b y using a client side lter.
Each CORBA object is associated with a POA as
explained in previous sections. Therefore, the POA
handles a group of such objects governed by the set of
policies de ned for this POA. The POA maintains an
activ e object map which giv es the mapping betw een
the objectId and the object's servan t location. A lter object is de ned for the POA which intercepts all
the methods that are de ned for this POA. A separate storage object, speci c to this POA, is de ned to
store the mapping betw eenthe objectIdand the location of migrated objects as shown in gure 3 It also
stores the startup command of the server. POA has
to activate the object using the startup command if
server is not already running. It contains a method to
update these en tries whenever an object within this
POA is migrated by an external entity. When an update method is called on the object by the migrating
entity, the lter redirects the request to the storage
object. The storage object updates its entry with this
new location. A method to lookup the new location

when a request arrives is also included in the storage
object. The lter calls this method to nd the new
location of the migrated object.
The client generates requests using the persistent
object reference which contain the IR address. Since
IR stores the location at POA level, it returns the
address of POA in a LOCATION FORWARD reply.
The clien t stub redirects the request to the POA
which is in tercepted b y the lter. The lter checks
if the request is for a migrated object by calling the
lookup method in the storage object. The method is
invoked normally using the active object map if the
object is not migrated. F or the migrated objects, the
new location is returned to the clien t in a LOCATION FORWARD reply.
The key idea is to use an object within the POA
as a location broker for all objects within that POA.
Every POA in the serv er application also has a lter which takes care of returning the new location of
migrated objects. The reason for separating the storage and ltering functionalities into di erent objects
is for extensibility. For instance, the lter can also
be realised using ORB level in terceptors. Both the
functionalities cannot be handled by the interceptor
as it requires the interceptor to be persistent.

5

Comparison of Proposed Model
with Existing Models

The design of the proposed implementation repository is modeled using a discrete event simulation
package called simjava [6]. The SLD model as w ell
as LLD model are also modeled in a similar way for
comparison.
The parameters considered for comparison are as
follows:
 Client request interv al, serv er registration in
ter-

val and object migration in terval are modeled
as negative exponential functions with the given
mean value.

 Hit ratio indicates the probability that the en-

try is found in the cache at the high level repository.

 POA active probability indicates the probabil-

ity that the server is activ e at the time of client
requests.

 Migration probability is the probability that the

request is for a migrated object.

 Lookup time is the time taken for nding the

en try in the repository.
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 Server activ ation delay is the time taken to ac-

tivate the server.

 Migration delay is the time tak en for locating

the migrated object.

 Registration time refers to interval between server

registrations with the local repositories.

The probability factors and the delays due to each
of these factors vary with scale. The variation introduced is consistent across the models. The values
given for POA activ e probability at the local machines, lookup time in the repository and server activation times are common amongst the three models.
The variation in object migration delay is greater in
the case of small domain since the number of location
forwards increase with scale. The decrease in clien t
request interv al is also more since it includes requests
generated due to migrated objects. The initial value
of client request interval for SLD is larger since it
handles objects in a single machine.
5.1

Simulation

The goal of the simulation study is to compare the
relativ e performance of the hierarchical model when
compared to the LLD and SLD models. The response
time taken b y the implementation repository to service the client requests is observed with increase in
the n umber of entries in the repository. The number
of en tries re ect the number of objects in the system.
The simulation gives the saturation point where the
response time starts degrading with increase in number of en tries. The model speci c parameters are
chosen to bring out the relativ e di erence betw een
the designs. For each simulation run, the number of
en tries are increased and the parameters are varied
accordingly. Hierarchical model stores serv er registrations at the POA level. Therefore the en tries in
the repository are chosen to be at POA level in both
LLD model and SLD model as w ell. It is assumed
that an entry in the repository refers to an average of
200 objects present in the system3 .
5.1.1 Comparison of Hierarchical and LLD
Models The number of nodes in the system for both
the designs are assumed to be the same. The nodes
con taining the IR in LLD model and higher level
repository in hierarchical model are considered to be
dedicated machines. The only load arising on these
nodes is due to the requests received by the repositories.
Since the number of objects in the system considered are same, the mean client request interval is the
3 Under
average.

the assumption that a POA hosts 200 ob jects on an
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Figure 4: Comparison with di erent hit ratios
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same for both models. This interv al reduces linearly
with increase in number of entries and the variation
is same for both models.
The server registrations in LLD model is with the
same repository with a low errequest interval since
it caters to all the machines in the system considered. In the case of the proposed model the server
registrations are with local repositories and hence,
the request interval is larger for the same number
of servers. The mean server registration interval time
remains a constant with scale since it is assumed that
new servers register with the repositories at regular
interv als.
Hit probability is associated with only the hierarchical model. Its value depends on the caching algorithm chosen such as LRU policy. The value c hosen is
optimistic assuming a reasonable performance. This
value decreases linearly with scale. The performance
of the proposed scheme with varying hit ratios is presented in gure 4. It can be seen that the performance
deteriorates as the hit ratio decreases.
The probability that the server is active is same
for the local repository in the hierarchical model and
the repository in the LLD model. Its value is higher
for the high lev el repository since recently accessed
en tries are expected to be cached in the server table.
This value decreases linearly with scale.
The lookup dela yis the same for the high level
repository in the hierarc hical modeland the repository in the LLD model. The local lookup delay is applicable only to the hierarc hical model. The lookup
dela ysincrease linearly with scale since the load on
the system increases.
Migration in terval is chosen to be higher when
compared to the serv er registration in terv al in the
LLD model. It decreases linearly with scale. It is not
applicable in the hierarchical model as the migration
does not involve the repository.
Migration probability is applicable only in the hierarc hical model. It starts with a lo w value and increases linearly with scale. In the case of LLD model,
the migrated object registers the new location with
the repository. Hence, the repository always knows
the correct location of the object. So the performance
penalty is the same as for other objects. Whereas in
the case of the proposedmodel, migration does not
involve the high level repository. But locating a migrated object will take longer. Hence, the migration
probability addresses the di erence in location times
of migrated objects and static objects.
The average response time is measured for eac h
simulation run consisting of 10000 iterations. Figure
5 shows the variation in response time with increase
in the number of entries in the repositories. It can be
observed that the hierarchical model performs better.
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Figure 6: Comparison of Hierarchical and SLD models
The LLD model performs well upto 35000 entries and
then degrades drastically. This is due to the fact that
the single repository has to handle clien t requests,
server registrations and migrating objects. T o allo w
individual objects to migrate, LLD model has to store
en tries at object level which compromises scalability
further.
5.1.2 Comparison of Hierarchical and SLD
Models The simulation of the hierarchical model is
same as explained in the previous section. In the
SLD model, the IR is present in eac h node. Hence
the clien t arriv al interval in eac h node in the SLD
model is chosen to be larger compared to hierarchical
model where a single high level repository handles all
the entries. The decrease in the arrival interval with
scale is higher in LLD model since the client requests
include the requests due to migrating objects. Migrating objects would leave the locationforw ards in
IRs of all the nodes through which they migrate.
The server registration in terval is same in both
models since registration is done at eac h individual
node. It remains constant with scale as in the previous case. Migration probability is also identical in
both models. But the penalty paid to locate the migrated object is very large in SLD model. Migration
interv al for SLD model is same as in LLD model.
Figure 6 shows the comparison betw een the average response times observed with increase in the number of entries. At low er scales, the average response
time is observed to be higher in the SLD model. This
is explained by the fact that the IR in SLD model is
on a loaded machine whereas the IR in the hierarchical model is on an unloaded machine. The average
response time of the SLD model increases drastically
beyond 35000 entries. This is due to increased num-
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ber of migrated objects in the system. Here again, if
the entries in the repository are at individual object
lev el, the scalability would be a ected drastically.
From the above observations, it can be seen that
the rate of client requests determines the scalability
point4 . The system can be made to scale further by
multithreading the IR. How ev er, in the LLDmodel,
the server registrations and the limit on the size of the
server table along with the client request rate restrict
the scalability point. In the SLD model, the scalability point gets restricted by the increased rate of migrating objects in addition to the client request rate.
The hierarchical model is restricted only by the client
request rates and hence, multithreading improves its
performance drastically.

6

Related Work

The scalability of CORBA is discussed in [1]. [1]
focuses on the implementation of the speci cation
whereas this paper makes a comprehensive study of
scalability. F urther, according to [1], performance is
the k ey to scalability . Whereas in this paper, performance is only one aspect of scalability of CORBA.
[11] discusses scalability with respect to binding of
persistent objects using the implementation repository. It discusses the pros and cons of the existing
implementation repository designs and their e ect on
scalability due to the granularit y of object migration.
It suggests that the choice of the designs is based on
the trade o betw een scalability and individual object
migration. But this paper proposes a scalable repository design as well as a mechanism to allow individual objects to migrate. [4] is a comparison of three
di erent clien t-agent-serv er in teractionarc hitectures
over CORBA to test their scalability. It does not
discuss the scalability of CORBA itself, rather it is
more of a comparison of the three architectures from
a scale perspective. [9] discusses the design of scalable
distributed applications from the perspective of softw are engineering. According to [9], building scalable
solutions depends on the application and general solutions such as replicating and distributing data does
not make much sense.
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Conclusion

A comprehensive study of scalability of the object orien ted middleware CORBA is done. F rom this study,
POA and IR are iden ti ed to in uence scalability
of CORBA. A scalable design of IR has been proposed. Scalability is achiev ed by having a hierarchical
4 Scalabilit y point

is the value of the scale factor beyond

which the performance of the system changes drastically [16].

structure and separating the client requests handling,
server registrations and location of migrated objects.
A way of locating migrated objects using message lters is also proposed.
This paper has focused on the basic components
of CORBA. The scalability can also be viewed from
clien t side optimizations, federating servers and application design. Garbage collection of un usedobjects
and dangling references in the system in uences scalability from the perspective of memory usage. The
problem of garbage collection is diÆcult to tackle and
requires further researc h. Currently, garbage collection is left to the application to handle and there is no
suc h provision at system level. The idea of locating
the migrated object can be extended further to build
a separate object migration service. This service can
also include methods for actually migrating objects.
The study of scalability of CORBA is a step in understanding the design of scalable distributed object
systems. F urther research is required for generalizing
the lessons learnt in this work and to be able to design scalable distributed systems. F or instance, the
proposed IR design can be extended as a scalable solution to the generic location problem in distributed
systems.
The scalability of CORBA may very w elldetermine its survival. F urther, since CORBA is becoming
a widely used middleware for distributed object computing, the scalability of CORBA could be a pointer
to the scalability of a large class of distributed systems.
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